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4D Taipei Explorer

TAIWAN 4 DAYS FREE AND EASY

4D Taipei Explorer

Day 1 : Arrive in Taipei

Depart

Taipei, Taiwan
Return

Taipei, Taiwan

S$2�� per personfrom

3-NIGHT 
ACCOMMODATION 
Ximending / Taipei Station

3 MEALS 
Daily breakfast

RETURN  
AIRPORT TRANSFER 
Shared

1-DAY PRIVATE TOUR  
Complimentary car disposal service

MANDARIN-SPEAKING 
DRIVER-GUIDE 
10 hours

PROMOTIONS AND PERKS

Free 1-day tour with private car disposal & "Undiscovered Taipei" Discount
Coupon
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Upon arrival at Taoyuan Airport, transfer to hotel for check-in. The rest of the day is to be
enjoyed at leisure.

Day 2 : Taipei

After breakfast, head out and explore the several points of interest the cosmopolitan city has to
offer.

Choose between two itineraries:

Head to Beitou Thermal Valley where the springs supply water to a handful of hot spring resorts
in the vicinity. Continue exploring Yangmingshan before travelling to Danshui Old Street, a
quaint, seaside town. Tour the nearby Bali Pier and sample �avourful street food before heading
to Shilin Night Market. Experience the heart of Taiwan as you stroll through the endless rows of
local stalls. Transfer back to the hotel for an evening's rest.

Or

Check out Jiufen Old Street for a taste of nostalgia. Then continue to Houtong Cat Village and
surround yourself with the friendly felines before heading to Shifen located in the Pingxi area.
Visit the waterfalls and set a lighted sky lantern free before rounding back to Xinyi district to
visit the popular Taipei 101. Transfer back to the hotel for an evening's rest.

Day 3: Taipei

After breakfast, enjoy the day at your own leisure.

Day 4: Depart from Taipei

After breakfast, transfer to Taoyuan Airport for your departure �ight.

Overnight

Taipei City

Meals

Breakfast

Overnight

Taipei City

Meals

Breakfast

Overnight

Taipei City
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Pricing

fr S$2��

TERMS & CONDITIONS 
Travel Period: Till 30 June 2022. Prices are quoted in SGD based on per person, twin sharing basis. Peak season

surcharge applies for selected dates. Prices are correct at time of print and subject to change without prior notice.

Tours are subject to availability and con�rmation. All travellers are responsible for obtaining the appropriate visa,

vaccinations, and health certi�cates. All travellers are also responsible for ensuring that their passport is valid for at

least six months at point of entry into travel destination.

Meals

Breakfast


